TV, Tenacity, and the Faber FasDraw Timer
Remembering Marshall L. Faber, Sr., and his 1950s Invention
by Marianne L. Faber

My father’s idea of relaxing after a stressful work day
was to invent something. Late in the evening, as he
sat at his big slanted drafting board with the smoke
from a Salem cigarette curling above his head, ideas
would take shape on the sheet of tracing paper before
him. His natural curiosity for figuring out how to make
his ideas work was complemented by broad
experience in the motion picture and television
industries, a love of electronics, and a set of hands-on
skills ranging from finish carpentry to plumbing. Over
the years, the inventions that emerged from Dad's
drafting sessions included not only the Faber
FasDraw Timer, but specialized camera filters; a
portable 8-mm film projector with built-in screen
(marketed as the "F8"); machined parts for motion
picture, sound-recording, and darkroom equipment;
and a memorable scale model of the Parthenon (with
removable roof) that he fabricated overnight to get me
out of a jam on an elementary school project.
Marshall L. Faber, Sr., in 1960 at television
station KBTV in Denver, Colorado.
In 1957, Dad's stressful work days were at television
station KBTV in Denver, Colorado, where he was
Director of Photography, and the invention taking shape on his drawing board was the FasDraw
timer. You could say that the birth of the timer was a case of Dad bringing his work home with
him. Here's how it happened: The actor, Hugh O'Brian, was at KBTV to publicize his popular
TV show, The Life and Legend of Wyatt Earp, which KBTV was just introducing to the Denver
market. As part of the promotional fanfare, there was a gunslinging demonstration. A local fast
draw champion, Bob Crismon, was on hand to compete against O'Brian. When the timer these
two gunslingers were firing against failed, the situation called for some quick draw action of
another kind: Dad took the timer apart, figured out the problem, and got the timer working
again so that the gunslinging show could go on.

That evening at the drafting board, Dad found himself pondering
the design improvements he'd make to the fast draw clock that
he fixed for O'Brian and Crismon. Precision clocks were nothing
new to him. Reliable timing is extremely important in television,
where fractions of seconds are serious business. Besides, Dad
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had been a photographer from the time he
was twelve years old, and decades of
developing his own film (way before digital
cameras) had taught him the value of a
reliable precision clock for use in the
darkroom. When Wyatt Earp came to town
that day in 1957, Dad was new to the
gunslinging craze, but he was an old hand at
precision timing and ready for a showdown
with the competitor's clock.
So the Faber FasDraw Timer came off the
drawing board. Dad's first design consisted
of the clock and a separate control box. He
called it the "Gunslinger" model. The clock
had a big sweep second hand powered by an
electronic start-stop control. The control box,
The "Gunslinger" model of the
which had a start button on top and a
Faber FasDraw Timer.
microphone inside, was mounted on a stand that could be raised
or lowered to fit the height of the shooter. When a gunslinger
held down the start button on the control box, the second hand on the clock moved to the zero
position. The clock started running as soon as the shooter let go of the start button to fire.
The microphone in the control box registered the sound of the shot, which stopped the clock.
I was about holster high when the Faber FasDraw Timer was born--just tall enough to peek over
the edge of Dad’s workbench to watch him assemble the prototype. That very first Gunslinger
model had a gleaming golden case of varnished fir, rather than the black-and-white speckled
paint that became the standard production motif. The clock face was black, with big white
numbers on it—one of the improvements Dad's photographer’s eye had signaled. (The
competitor’s earlier models, with white faces and small numbers, were much harder to read
from a distance.)
The prototype was well received, and production took off. Word spread that Faber’s timers
were more accurate than its predecessors, and the Faber FasDraw clock became the timer of
choice for the judges and contestants at many major fast draw competitions. Bob Crismon
joined on to help Dad with marketing. Orders came in from fast draw clubs and law
enforcement groups across the country, and even from a few movie stars!
Every detail of the production model had to be right, from the quality of the paint (applied with a
spray gun by my mother, Martha, who heard about it if the distribution of black and white
speckles wasn't uniform) to the cardboard shipping box, which went back to its manufacturer
several times before Dad was satisfied with the design. There were tense moments when a
batch of circuit boards was defective, and another when the castings for the heavy base that
held the post for the control box just didn’t meet Dad’s standards. He pulled a lot of all-nighters
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to fill FasDraw orders on time and still attend to
his day job at the television station, but that’s
who he was: a proponent of perfection, a model
of tenacity, and, no doubt, an unwelcome voice
on the other end of the phone for any parts
vendor who slacked off.
Timer production was a part of daily life at our
home in the Denver suburb of Lakewood. The
basement was full of painted case parts laid out
to dry. Our family station wagon got exiled to the
driveway to make way for inventory storage in
the garage (including life-size gunslinger targets
that went along with the competition models).
Dad’s workbench held orderly bins of circuit
boards, ivory colored control buttons, and
chrome toggle switches, as well as rows of clock
mechanisms, which he took great care to
assemble and test himself. Whenever I smell a
hot soldering iron I think about those days,
watching Dad expertly touch the solder to the hot
tip and join the wires that "made the clock hand
go around."

The back-yard "shooting range." The gunslinger
might be one of the three in the photo below.

On weekends for the next decade, handsome young men in blue jeans and cowboy boots
showed up at our front door, clomped down the wooden stairs to the basement and out to the
back yard, where they gathered for a little friendly competition against a Faber FasDraw clock.
Dad, the inventor, watched his timers perform; Dad, the photographer, "shot" the shooters. Once
there was even a woman among the gunslingers. Jean Downing and her husband, Bob, drove
down from Wyoming to try out a Faber
FasDraw Timer before they purchased one.
And if watching this Dale Evans stand-in
shoot six guns in my own back yard wasn’t
impressive enough for a little girl, Jean
could tell stories about going on trail rides
with real horses and how to hunt for
arrowheads! Now and then when no one
was around, I’d sneak out to the back-yard
“shooting range” to try my cap gun against
the clock and pretend that I was as good a
gunslinger as Jean Downing.

Some of the "back-yard boys" who gathered
for friendly competition. Dad's notation on this
photo says "Crismon, Dillion, and Walker."
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Wyoming's Bob Downing draws against a Faber FasDraw Timer at the 1958 State Championship in Colorado Springs, Colorado.

Here's a contestant's point of view, with
the target in front of him, the audience
watching, and the Garden of the Gods in
the background.
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In the mid 1960s, Dad left KBTV to open his own
industrial motion picture studio, but the change in
day jobs didn’t deter production of the Faber
FasDraw Timer. By then, a second model, the “45”,
had been introduced. This was a junior, portable
version with the speaker/control button and clock all
built into a unit the size of a shoe box. Timer
production moved from our house in Lakewood to
the back rooms of Marshall Faber Productions, on
Wyandotte Street near downtown Denver. Dad, who
grew up in suburban Washington, D.C., took to
wearing western-cut business suits and Stetsons.
He loved the mix of businesses that occupied his
long days, and business was good.
Fate, however, decided to change things. On June
The "45" model of the Faber FasDraw Timer.
16, 1965, the South Platte River flooded a half-mile
wide belt through the industrial heart of Denver,
inundating the Wyandotte Street studio. After the crest of the flood passed and the barricades
came down, my parents were allowed into the devastated area for a brief check of the damage.
Dad always got a catch in his voice whenever he recounted the story of that first look: He
unlocked the front door of the studio and a clock face for a FasDraw timer oozed out atop the
mud and debris.
My parents scraped up and washed up what they could and moved the film and timer
businesses back to our home. They concentrated on finding a new building for Marshall Faber
Productions while keeping both businesses operating. Dad went back to his drafting board to
design the new studio. (The scene was minus the curling cigarette smoke--he'd stopped by
then!) Mom kept painting cases and shipping timers. That ever-present tenacity and a ton of
sweat equity paid off. After two years of balancing business commitments with hands-on
building renovations, they had converted an old Denver popcorn factory on Mariposa Street into
the new Marshall Faber Productions, a 10,000-square-foot motion picture studio…and FasDraw
timer manufacturing facility.

Advertisement from the July 1960 issue of Guns and Ammo magazine.
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As the film business grew throughout the late 1960s
and early 1970s, Dad’s industrial motion pictures and
commercials were recognized by prestigious awards
at many national and international film festivals, and
his days were longer than ever. At the same time,
the western genre started to lose its prominence as
nightly TV fare, and the fading market for the
FasDraw timer saw new competition from the
emerging digital clock designs. Sales of the timers
dropped off, and Dad stopped producing them in the
1970s. Decades later I asked him about the timer
business during a phone call, and he proudly told me
that he still got an occasional request to repair a wellused FasDraw clock. "Do you want one?" he said.
The next week a large box arrived at my house with a
note from Dad explaining that he'd sent me his very last
Faber FasDraw Timer, a well-used old friend.

The back of a custom, competitiongrade Faber FasDraw Timer.
No FireWire ports here!

Marshall L. Faber, Sr., came to invent his Faber FasDraw Timer through a mix of serendipity,
curiosity, perfectionism, and skill. He drew on talents developed from diverse disciplines, on a
personality that never gave up, and on an insatiable desire to create and contribute. He loved
to watch young gunslingers show off their stuff against his clocks at competitions, always
standing by in his Stetson, camera in hand. Of course, to me, he was a one-of-a-kind guy.

Dad's photo of the Englewood, Colorado, Fast Draw Club,
about 1960. How many daughters, sons, and grandchildren
of these gunslingers are active in the sport today?
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It's common to see styles and interests
from the past resurge, given enough time
and a new generation to appreciate
them. Today, cowboy fast draw has
reached unprecedented popularity, and I
wish Dad could see the action. I can't
help wondering: How many young
cowboy fast draw shooters are out there
whose grandparents competed using a
Faber FasDraw Timer? Developing the
skills and self-discipline that shooting
requires takes the same dedication that
Dad needed to get his timer off the
drawing board. What will the new
generation of cowboy fast draw shooters
contribute to enhance the sport? What
will these young gunslingers invent?
Where will their tenacity take them?
Only time will tell.
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Marshall L. Faber, Sr.
1917 - 2012
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